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BOS Computer Skills Course - A Journey
Neeraj Bijlani1, Taral Nagda1
the each module for the course.
Two inputs which have made the
course what it is today are
- Only show and Teach what you do in
your practice and NOT what you can
do — Dr Mangal Parihar
- When you teach, you learn the most Dr Taral Nagda
The above two lines I have imbibed in
my life and you will see in all our
courses and talks which we take all over
India.
Once we made the timetable, it was
time to design a flyer, Dr Taral Nagda
introduced me to a fabulous designer
and artist - Mr Rajesh Menon who is
now the official BOS and WIROC Web
and Stationary designer. He made an
excellent flyer which we advertised in
the BOS AGM in Kem Hospital in
2011. We also advertised our course to
many senior Orthopaedic Surgeons. We
used Bulk SMS service for a BOS
Course for the first time to inform them
of the venue and details of the course.
We Even created a google group for the
first time for a bos course by the name
of OrthoTech and gave them online
projects to do before they could come
for the course. We also arranged
Charging stations, Wifi and gave the
delegates free software and articles on a
customized pen drive which was
very well appreciated by all our
Department of Ortho-Tech Clinic Chembur, Mumbai,
delegates.
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It is a pleasure to pen this write up as
part of BOS Reflection Series and be the
first in the series to write about one of
the unique BOS Couse, ‘the BOS
Computer Skill Course’. I write as the
co-founder of this course. My tech
mentor Dr Taral Nagda, who is always
bubbling with ideas, gave me this idea
after a club foot surgery in the OT
lounge in November 2009. We decided
that we will apply for this course to
Bombay Orthopaedic Society in 2010
and it was approved. Dr Sunil Shahane
(Current BOS President-Elect) was
ending his term as BOS Secretary and
Dr Samir Dalvie got elected for the post
of BOS Secretary the same year. It was a
very memorable year for me as this was
first time I was involved as a convener
for a BOS Course
We conducted the First Computer
Skills Course with Myself, Dr Taral
Nagda and Dr Mangal Parihar as special
Faculty in iPod (Institute of Pediatric
Orthopaedic Disorders ) office in
March 2011.The planning started in
2010 for designing the course for which
I had multiple meetings with Dr Mangal
Parihar and Dr Taral Nagda for
designing the program. We designed
the program together and a lot of time
and thought process went into making
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It was a runaway success as for the first
time we demonstrated - PowerPoint
animations, keynote Application,
Introduced to the World of iPad and
iPhone. Dr Tanna who has attended our
course and my talks many times bought
his first mac after that course. We also
invited an Ethical hacker for the course
to demonstrate how easy it is to hack
your password by simply opening a
wrong email.
(This was the age where everyone still
was not using Gmail and spam
protection was not so great).
The first course was Highly appreciated,
and we were motivated to do the
second course at a larger scale.
The future courses were held in
Hinduja Hospital with more faculty
from 2012-2015 where I and Dr Taral
Nagda were Co-Conveners. We
increased topics as Mobiles became
smartphones, Whatsapp became a
common thing. We had an excellent
variety of topics right from Basics of
Photography to Editing Photos by
Myself, Internet Security and password
by Dr Mahesh Kharde, Evernote and
Data Management by Dr Mangal
Parihar, Making your own Videos by Dr
Taral Nagda and Dr Kumar Kaushik
Dash. We introduced various topics on
Mobile Apps and Website Designing
and Using Technology to Improve
Research. Most of the Faculty were
originally delegates in our Course and
we saw the great potential in them.
In some of our courses, we had guest
faculty (Non-medicos) teaching us
about social media marketing and web
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Figure 1: Collages of some images of the Course over the years
designing and managing internet
presence. We introduced a new app
developer - MrTarunLalan to our
courses who volunteered to help us
giving his technological know-how and
took workshops on various topics on
data management.
Dr Kumar Kaushik Dash showed a lot
of interest in 2016 and he conducted
two courses and changed the format of
the course to New Age Orthopod and
conducted once in 2016 and once in
2018 in JJ Hospital which had the
maximum number of delegates till date
almost 40 delegates.
We also for the first time live relayed the
course to all over the world through
OrthoTV Portal and it was an instant
success and almost 125 delegates
attended the course online. This was all
done with a lot of efforts put in by Dr
Ashok Shyam. We formed a telegram
group [which was a coniuity of our
whatsapp group named Ortho-tech
where we continue the technology
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education. Delegates of all the courses
till now are added in the group and they
can post technology related queries and
faculty can answer. This continuous
mode of interaction after the course has
also made the course very popular and
attracts many new delegates
This shows that people do want to learn
technology and one of our faculty- Dr
Mahesh Kharde’s famous quote is
- In today's World not knowing
technology is not a choice.
Many new faculties were introduced
with a variety of topics - Osirix and Horos - Dr Bhavin
Jankharia / Dr Pradip Nemade / Dr
Kshitij Chaudhari
- 3d printing - Dr Vaibhav Bagaria
- Literature Search and Research using
Technology - Dr Ashok Shyam
- Training on iMovie - Dr Kumar
Kaushik Dash
- Training on Filmora Movie Maker Dr Taral Nagda

- Enhanced Productivity - Dr Tushar
Agarwal
In 2017-18, we conducted two courses
on technology outside Mumbai in
coordination with West Bengal
Orthopaedic Association in Siliguri and
one as a part of Maharashtra
Orthopaedic Association as a Faculty
Orientation Program in Aurangabad.
Our next course is now due and for
Originality sakes, I renamed it as
Computer Skills Course as many non
Orthopaedic Surgeons also now attend
the course. The next course of this year
is scheduled for 17th February 2019.
I would request all of you who are
interested in upgrading their technology
skills and increase their productivity
please do come and attend in large
numbers.
The online link for the course is as
follows
http://bombayorth.org/event/comput
er-skills-course/
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